ST. FRANCIS SCHOOL ( ICSE )
Koramangala, Bengaluru-34

DRAWING AND COLOURING COMPETITION 2019-2020

“ I don’t say everything but I paint everything’ – Pablo Picasso
A child may lack in words to express dreams, imagination or feeling but if gets a
blank space , a sheet or even the wall of his room he paints everything on it.

Believing to this thought a Drawing and Coloring Competition was organized with
the consent of our respected principal Rev.Bro. Anthony and Co- ordinator Mrs.
Cicily Galaster on 25 of July 2019,Thursday from 10:30 am to 11:40 am to
encourage our little musing minds of standard 1 and 2 to discover their talent and
move a step forward into the colorful world of art, creation and imagination.

The students got an opportunity to muse their minds and prepare themselves
according to the themes notified to them in advance.

The theme provided for standard 1 students was “ STROKES”. Students were
encouraged to use their enhanced chromatic skills and proper grip over their
color pencils to produce even strokes and present their piece of art precisely.

For the students of standard 2 the theme was “ MUSING MINDS “. Students
were left free to create their own story using their imaginative minds with the
help of simple stick figure. They were given a choice to depict their stories either
in a comic pattern or through a simple composition holding a tittle and a moral to
it.

We the teachers in charge were astounded to see the growing interest and
thoughtfulness within our students. We were privileged to select the best
amongst the students from each section of standard 1 and 2. The final decision
was taken by our esteemed external judges.

The winners were appreciated and rewarded after the declaration of the result.
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